
1 x Blue tablet with tripod
1 x Green tablet with tripod

1 x Blue microphone  
and lanyard

1 x USB charging hub and 
charging cables

1 x Green microphone  
and holder

Discovery Kit 8

2 x Cases with spare parts 
for tripod

1 x Coaching ear piece 
Used only with the Go Live feature

Bluetooth Microphone Guide

1. When pairing for the first time make sure the 

distance between the device and microphone is less 

than one metre

2. Turn on the microphone by pressing and holding the 

button for 3 seconds until the indicator light shows a 

purple light, then release

3. Navigate to your device’s Bluetooth settings menu

4. Turn on Bluetooth and select IRIS Connect 

Microphone from the list of available Bluetooth 

devices

5. The device will now show the status as ‘Connected’ 

on the Bluetooth menu

Pairing the microphone

Indicator light guide

        Blue flashing - pairing mode / not connected

        Blue flash every 5 seconds - connected

        Solid purple - powering on/off

        Solid red - low battery

Charging

        Solid red - charging

        Solid green - fully charged
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Both with velcro strap attached

Step 2: Connecting to the microphone
1. Make sure Bluetooth is turned on on the device 

2. Press and hold the microphone button for 3 seconds to turn the microphone on 

3. The microphone will automatically connect and show a blue flash every 5 seconds 

4. The device will now show IRIS Connect Microphone as ‘Connected’ on the Bluetooth menu 

Note: If the microphone doesn’t pair, you may need to follow the Pairing the microphone guide on the right

Step 1: Setting up the tripods

1. Rotate the legs out and down, away from the central pole, to create the desired footprint. Ensure the leg is locked into 

one of the clip settings at the top of the leg (see the adjusting the legs section below) and make sure all legs are on the 

same setting so the tripod is sitting level

2. The wider the legs are extended the greater stability the tripod will have

3. Open the clips on the central pole to extend it to the desired height then close the clips to lock it in place at that height

Adjusting the legs / Putting the tripods away

The clips at the top of the legs allow you to adjust the angle of the legs. Press/pull the  

clip down to set it to the desired footprint setting or to fold the legs back up against  

the central pole when putting the tripod away
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Step 3: Placement of tripods and microphones
1. Place the tripod(s) either on the floor or on a desk or shelf, extending or decreasing the 

central pole to the desired height 

2. Position the tripod in a safe place where it is unlikely to get knocked.  

We recommend using the velcro strap attached to the tripod to secure it to a table leg 

or similar (pictured). This is particularly important if using the tripod on the narrowest 

footprint setting, or at the full height extension

3. Clip the blue microphone to your clothing or use the lanyard provided 

4. Place the green microphone where you wish to capture the audio 

Step 5: After recording
1. Make sure your reflection has completed 

uploading before closing the app 

2. Power off then charge the microphones and 

devices before returning them to the case. To 

turn off the microphone, press the button for 3 

seconds until you see a purple light, then release

Step 4: Record app

1. Launch the IRIS Connect Record  

app on the devices and follow the  

on-screen instructions

2. Select either front or back camera and make 

sure you are capturing the view you want to 

record on the devices
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Single Tablet Use

If you are only using one tablet make sure you use the same colour microphone to  ensure the tablet and microphone 

are paired. (Blue tablet if wearing the blue microphone  and green tablet if using the green microphone in holder) 

Set-up and Recording Instructions

Support Hub
For set-up instructions, user guides and device 

specifications & compliance scan the QR code 

below or go to help.irisconnect.com

Contact Details
Phone:

UK/EU +44 (0) 333 136 2484

US +1 206 201 1998

Online chat: help.irisconnect.com

Email: support@irisconnect.com


